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Stream over 500 HD TV channels live and 10,000 hours of movies, series, originals and amplifiers; VOD Content. Channel selection, picture
quality, download speed, content expansion for mobile devices and SmartTV - all this is available to subscribers of the Akado HD
network.AkaDO HD is modern digital platforms and services for subscribers with modern HD content, convenient payment methods and rules
for advertising on the air. The content included in AkaDo HD is of HD 1080p quality and is already available for viewing on High Definition
Television. New HD and Digital TV channels in AkaDom HD in HD 1020p format Retro TV HD channel aimed at connoisseurs of retro films
and television. TV channel based on the best domestic films and series in Real HD format. The TV channel broadcasts programs about cinema
that reveal the unmanifested beauty of cinematography, introduce the viewer to vivid characters and exciting plots. Favorite films on NTV. TV
is a unique opportunity to watch movies not only in HD quality, but also online. Where is everyone? 3 is a comedy TV channel created
specifically for true connoisseurs of cinema. Every day the channel offers its viewers new films and series, as well as communication with
famous and popular people. First channel. A worldwide network that covers the entire planet Earth. Channel One TV channels are broadcast in
more than 180 countries of the world, have a multimillion-strong army of fans and show the most important news. 2Ã—2 is an all-Russian
federal TV channel for children from 4 to 15 years old. The main focus of the channel is the good quality of children's animated series for more
than 600 million young viewers in 160 countries around the world. "Carousel" - these are children's programs and series popular in our country:
"Smeshariki", "Good night, kids", "Visiting a fairy tale", "Brother Fox", "Wings, legs and tails", "Multeteletubbies" and many other. Since 2010,
"Karamelka" has become a TV channel for the smallest "Bayu-Bai". Cinema Center is a TV channel about cinema, licensed and in excellent
quality. The main objective of "Kinotsentr" is to distribute in Russia and the CIS, as well as the Baltic countries, Georgia and Kazakhstan, highquality films and programs related to cinema. Kan - TV - Russian
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